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ABSTRACT
Lying and deception are important parts of social interaction; when applied to storytelling mediums such as video games, such elements can add complexity and intrigue. We developed a game, “AlphaBetaCity”, in which non-playable characters (NPCs) made various false statements, and used this game to investigate perceptions of deceptive behaviour. We used a mix of human-written dialogue incorporating deliberate falsehoods and LLM-written scripts with (human-approved) hallucinated responses. The degree of falsehoods varied between believable but untrue statements to outright fabrications. 29 participants played the game and were interviewed about their experiences. Participants discussed methods for developing trust and gauging NPC truthfulness. Whereas perceived intentional false statements were often attributed towards narrative and gameplay effects, seemingly unintentional false statements generally mismatched participants’ mental models and lacked inherent meaning. We discuss how the perception of intentionality, the audience demographic, and the desire for meaning are major considerations when designing video games with falsehoods.
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• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI.
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Figure 1: A screenshot from our developed game “AlphaBetaCity”. In this 2D RPG, players are tasked to perform quests through talking to various NPCs who may say things that may or may not be truthful within the context of the game. In this study, we use this game as a gateway into further discussion regarding player perception of deception and truth in games.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Lying — the act of making an untrue statement with the intent to deceive [74] — has long been an important and debated topic within moral philosophy [8, 35, 55]. Many academics have studied lying — in what scenarios is it acceptable to lie [13, 63, 71], how the perception of lying may differ across cultures and age [15, 37], etc. However, from a narrative-construction, storytelling perspective, lying and deception can be used as a thematic motif to explore and enhance a piece of writing [67, 80]. Characters that lie can add a level of ambiguity and moral complexity to a story [83, 121]; such deception can help characterize the personas of the work, add levels of dramatization and intrigue, and enhance the metaphorical meaning that readers take away from the story.

Extending this concept of using deception in narrative writing, video games are a medium increasingly used to tell stories and convey narratives — to make people laugh, cry, and ponder [10, 45]. In contrast to traditional forms of storytelling such as books or film, games offer a high degree of interactivity for players, affording control over their choices and decisions [59]. Within this experience, games can offer a form of social interaction through their virtual agents — the non-playable characters (NPCs) [1, 5]. Interactions with NPCs are an important part of games as they impact the degree of realism and immersion that players feel [112], offer vehicles of appreciation and meaningfulness that a player takes away from the game [45]. The affordance of interactivity in games provides players with agency over how they want to move, how they want to interact, etc. We consider the question of how such player-driven interactions can affect and are affected by aspects of trust and deception, particularly interactions between NPCs and the player. There has been a relative scarcity of work looking at how players perceive truthfulness, lies, and deception within video games. As an additional contribution, we explored false statements realized through unintentional means within the context of the game. We note that such unintentional false statements might add complexities towards attribution and muddle a player’s feelings regarding the “meaning” that a game has. As these unintentional false statements within our game arise as artefacts from LLM generation, our work also ties into broader research regarding LLMs and games. Finally, we reviewed our findings within broader research regarding narrative craftsmanship, philosophical aspects of ludology, and implications for practical game design.

2 RELATED WORKS

To contextualize the study, we first considered psychological research into lying, looking at what constitutes a lie and how lies are perceived. We then examined the emergence of social behaviour (including lying) in virtual agents and its effects on human experience. Finally, we investigated existing research into language models and their application in present games.

2.1 A Model of Trust in Real Life and Virtual Agents

In this study, we use the dictionary definition of lying as uttering a false statement with the intent to deceive [74] (the specific definition of what it means to lie is still a contested topic among academics [2, 19, 73, 106]). Although largely perceived as an immoral act [71, 100], lying is a necessary part of competent social interaction...
that nearly everyone partakes in [13, 30], and an action sometimes even required for social good [100]. To understand the different types of lies (and to classify which are more or less acceptable), researchers have looked to develop taxonomies and classification systems [13, 63]. For example, Bryant identified 5 dimensions of lies that affected how they were perceived — intention, consequence, truthfulness, acceptability, and the beneficiary of the lie [13]. The aspect of intention and consequence are particularly key; empirical studies have shown that lies are seen to be more acceptable when they are motivated by the desire to benefit others [71, 101] and more “serious” lies are those with significant implications to those close to oneself [29]. Furthermore, the perception of lying is affected by factors such as culture [37, 58, 71, 101], age [15, 77, 87], and the medium through which it takes place [32].

Lying and deceptive behaviour against other humans can manifest through multiplayer games. From a more malicious perspective, lying can be viewed in certain contexts as a type of cheating [118] (e.g. taking advantage of misplaced trust) or grieving [93]. Such actions ruin the fairness of gaming and negatively affect the experience and feelings of other players [117]; cheating in particular is often associated with software and hardware-based exploits [9], but can include a social factor as well [117]. Cheating has been shown to be driven by an egotistical need to win [9], which through its consequences affect the experience of others; these consequences are particularly notable in multiplayer games since the players and their experiences are what make the game come alive [57]. From a less malicious viewpoint, lying can sometimes be part of a game’s fundamental mechanic; in such cases, social discussion and deception form core mechanics of the game [50] (contrasting against the consequence of ruining the experience for others). In games like “Werewolf” or “Mafia”, deceptive behaviour can be picked up through non-verbal audio cues in social discussion, the use of language, and understanding of intent through decisions [22, 44]. Outside of games for play, deception between human agents is also an important part of classical game and social economic theory, often focussing on the consequence regarding the balance of benefits [48, 61, 76]. Overall, the field of research into multiplayer game-based deception provides important learnings towards some less malicious viewpoint, lying can sometimes be part of a game’s fundamental mechanic; in such cases, social discussion and deception form core mechanics of the game [50] (contrasting against the consequence of ruining the experience for others). In games like “Werewolf” or “Mafia”, deceptive behaviour can be picked up through non-verbal audio cues in social discussion, the use of language, and understanding of intent through decisions [22, 44]. Outside of games for play, deception between human agents is also an important part of classical game and social economic theory, often focussing on the consequence regarding the balance of benefits [48, 61, 76]. Overall, the field of research into multiplayer game-based deception provides important learnings towards some less malicious viewpoint, lying can sometimes be part of a game’s fundamental mechanic; in such cases, social discussion and deception form core mechanics of the game [50] (contrasting against the consequence of ruining the experience for others). In games like “Werewolf” or “Mafia”, deceptive behaviour can be picked up through non-verbal audio cues in social discussion, the use of language, and understanding of intent through decisions [22, 44].

2.2 Theory of Mind and NPC Social Behaviour

“Theory of Mind” is a social cognition ability that allows an agent to understand and estimate the mental states of others [21, 26, 88], essentially forming the foundation of social behaviour (including lying). For virtual agents, theory of mind has been developed through algorithmic means, such as through ML-based approaches [31, 115, 123]. For games, such concepts lend towards developing realistic, believable NPCs that have emotional and social dynamics. There has been a wide range of research on developing complex mental models for NPCs in games, for example, on modelling and dealing with emotions [6, 23, 91], on enhancing dynamic social relations [17, 82], on developing believable cognitive architectures [70], etc. Such factors can enhance the game’s social dynamics by affecting levels of trust and goodwill (e.g. through reputation systems [79]); overall, the main goal is simply to create NPCs with believable human behaviour [103]. Such characters generate and propagate knowledge while noting that their information might be imperfect, creating, as Ryan et al. describes, “characters who observe, tell, misremember, and lie” [95].

Realistic NPCs are important because they directly impact a player’s immersion into a game. Walpefelt asserts that NPCs affect immersion in different ways — they impact the story and narrative that the player character undergoes, they challenge the player through gameplay mechanics, and they form social interactions that affect the player’s engagement [112]. Through such experiences, players can develop emotionally poignant attachments towards virtual characters [14, 34]. Immersion also overlaps with the concept of flow [46], the “optimal experience” in which users merge action and awareness to such an extent that they lose track of everything else [25]. Many past works have looked at developing realistic NPCs...
with human-like behaviour, but we explore the end-user perception of specifically NPCs that make false statements.

2.3 AI, Language Models, and Game Applications

In the quest for realistic NPCs, there has been a wealth of academic research into using language models to generate live dialogue for conversation. For instance, Kalbeyev used a generative language model for affective dialogue, evaluating against human-written dialogue on metrics of coherence, relevance, etc.; however, the generated text generally performed more poorly than human-written dialogue [49]. Ashby et al. used the GPT-2 language model and a knowledge database to generate quest dialogue that fit within the game’s context [3], and several researchers have suggested the use of LLMs as prompt-based support to help with storywriting [52, 120]. In their survey paper, Mehta et al. evaluate existing tools and highlight that natural language generation (NLG) has definite potential to create richer interactions that increase player immersion [72]. Overall, constantly improving language models have been recently used to develop dynamic and realistic dialogue within games.

Newer large language models (LLMs) such as OpenAI’s ChatGPT and Meta’s LLaMA are significantly more capable of dialogue, leading to the possibility of using such models for automatically generating dialogue. A landmark work in this area is from Park et al., who developed generative agents that perform believable human interactions in a sandbox-based environment. The tendency of LLMs to make up or exaggerate facts has been well documented, and remains a major problem in the research area. Nevertheless, there has been a wealth of research in the area to improve LLMs. LL based work. The tendency of LLMs to make up or exaggerate facts can be directly in the game is definitively untrue).

- **Speaker’s Confidence** — the perceived confidence that the NPC has in the false statement, as denoted through qualifying phrases (e.g. "I think..."). The level of confidence can affect a false statement’s truthfulness (e.g. it may be true that a person thought a false statement to be correct), and to a lesser extent, intention (e.g. qualifying the statement may indicate more benign intention).

- **Contextual Significance** — the subjective importance of the false statement, both in terms of the context of the game and how it affects gameplay. The contextual significance of the false statement directly relates to its consequence — a more significant false statement could have more major consequences on player action (e.g. describing a building falsely while giving the correct directions versus misdirecting the player in the wrong direction completely).

To provide players with a sense of progress and to provide objectives, the game comprises three quests:

- **(Q1) Introduction Quest** — an introductory quest in which players introduce themselves to all the townspeople; this quest provides an initial impression of the townsfolk and establishes the game’s locations and characters. Not all characters will be truthful at first glance, and may say things about themselves or others that are suspect within the broader context of the game.

- **(Q2) Fetch Quest** — a fetch quest in which players are to find one specific character. However, en route to finding the character, NPCs may guide players to locations in which the specific character could be but is not; players will be led in a redirected path in search of the final character.

- **(Q3) Search Quest** — a search quest in which players are asked to find three golden apples around town. NPCs provide hints to guide the players towards the apples, and they may or may not be reliable. Players will have to judge who to trust, how to navigate the town, and how closely they want

---

Figure 2: The world of AlphaBetaCity features a variety of different NPCs that the player can talk to, buildings that the player can enter and explore, etc.

...to follow the speakers’ directions based on the information they have gathered throughout the game.

Ultimately, these features allow the game to serve as a conduit for discussion regarding perceived truthfulness and deception within the user study.

3.1.2 LLMs for Scriptwriting. LLMs were deliberately employed in the scriptwriting process to generate the majority of the dialogue. This was done to introduce one last additional dimension to false statements: intention [13] — whether the statement was human-written (with inevitable known intention) or AI-written (without such). To generate dialogue, we used the online ChatGPT 3.5 model\(^3\). Through prompts, we provided the model with an introduction to the setting, i.e.

It is a 2D RPG game in which the player character arrives in a new small town from the city, after inheriting the land of their grandfather. The player character interacts with various NPCs around the town through talking...

As well as developed personalities for each of the characters, e.g. Finnegan is a teacher at the local school, however, is someone who has gotten his PhD in mathematics and had previously taught at the university in the large city. However, in his retirement, he had decided to pursue teaching in a smaller town, while settling down with his wife. As a person, he is a bit aloof, short-tempered and subject to going off topic...

Each of the characters is provided a distinct personality and appearance. A number of the characters are specifically initialized with untrustworthy personalities; as such, these are characters that we expect ChatGPT to write lies for — these characters lie as part of the developer’s intention in creating them. We also provided ChatGPT with a description of the world map (Fig 2). To generate dialogue, we prompted ChatGPT for lines of dialogue corresponding to the quest, descriptions of locations, etc.; this dialogue was then checked, lightly edited, and formatted to fit into the game. We noted that, at several times, the LLM made mistakes, such as guiding the player in the wrong direction, exaggerating details about a building, etc. We deliberately kept many of these errors within the game as false statements. It is hard to ascribe a concept of “intent” to a model when it makes such false statements, however, it particularly lacks a sense of deliberation a human might craft a false statement with. Thus, on top of using LLMs, some of the dialogue was human-written, which was done to introduce “intentionally” false statements and characters. All in all, there are three areas in which false statements are introduced in the game: 1) intentionally written in by humans, 2) intentionally written in by the LLM (i.e. when a character was described to be untrustworthy), and 3) hallucinated by the LLM. More information about the game and its characters, including the full dialogue script with labeled

\(^3\)https://chat.openai.com/ [Last Accessed: Nov 23, 2023]
false statements and scriptwriter annotations as well as full conversational logs with ChatGPT, can be found in the supplemental material. To ensure the validity of the game and to test for bugs, the game was playtested by the primary researcher and then piloted by other members of the research team who were seeing the completed game for the first time.

### 3.2 User Study

After developing the game, we recruited participants to play the game and discuss their experience on trust and verifiability of NPC statements, drawing both from the developed game as well as their prior experience with games in general. The goal of the user study was to understand the players’ tendencies to trust NPCs, their reactions to deceptive behaviour, and their takeaways in evaluating the game as a whole after playing. In particular, the user study aims to address RQ1-RQ4, covering the entire experience from starting a game to assessing its meaning after playing.

#### 3.2.1 Study Protocol and Participant Recruitment

We made a call for participation which we posted on our institute’s paid listings board. The eligibility criteria were to be 18 or older, able to communicate in English, have working peripherals to play the game and have some prior experience with video games (with an optional criteria of familiarity with 2D RPG games). We were able to recruit a sample of 29 participants (ages ranging from 18 to 49, mean of 24.5; gender distribution of 11 males, 15 females, and 3 non-binary). Although we were primarily focussed on obtaining the perspective of these participants as gamers, we purposefully kept the eligibility criteria to be 18 or older, able to communicate in English, have working peripherals to play the game and have some prior experience with video games (with an optional criteria of familiarity with 2D RPG games). We were able to recruit a sample of 29 participants (ages ranging from 18 to 49, mean of 24.5; gender distribution of 11 males, 15 females, and 3 non-binary).

#### 3.2.2 Data Analysis

The audio data from the interview was transcribed and then qualitatively analysed through a thematic analysis approach. We applied both inductive and deductive approaches — acknowledging possible patterns drawn from background research, but also looking to construct new findings based on the participants’ wide range of perspectives. During the process, the primary researcher first familiarised themselves with the data, before a round of initial open coding — developing an initial set of codes that represented the base content of the data [96]. Through iterative refinement inspired by Braun and Clarke’s work [12, 16], codes were combined, altered, or rewritten until a final set of 27 codes was developed. These codes were then hierarchically clustered by similarity forming a set of main 7 categories. Some examples of these codes were “Building Trust” and “Context within the Game”; some examples of categories were “Verifying False Statements” and “Effect of False Statements” (the full list can be found in the supplemental material). Finally, these categories were used to form the foundational basis of our themes, addressing our research questions and motivating the subsequent presented findings. The entire coding process was performed by the primary researcher but was discussed and verified with the rest of the research team during the entire process.

### 4 RESULTS

#### 4.1 The Nature of Trust in Games

When a player starts a game and meets the various NPCs, what affects their level of trust in the characters? In this section, we outline the initial expectations for the game and how the levels of trust may shift through the NPC’s dialogue or other behaviour during the experience, addressing RQ1 of how players gauge truthfulness and initially develop trust with NPCs.

##### 4.1.1 Expectations for Trustworthiness

Every player discussed the default level of trust they started the game with, before and during the initial meeting with each of the NPCs. Almost all participants described a very instinctive sense of initial trust — this trust was described sometimes as being founded by a rational, objective-focussed reason in the game, e.g. “I think my initial feeling would be to trust them, because if I don’t trust any of them, then I can’t make any progress” (P11), from the participant’s real-life personality, e.g. “I think honestly I generally trust all the NPCs ... unless it’s obvious that they’re lying, because I as a human being do that generally, I always trust people” (P10), or most commonly, just a default reaction of not having any initial reason to mistrust the NPC, e.g. “like there’s no reason not to trust NPCs, cause like, I don’t know, I guess I default to
Table 1: Summary of Interview Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>(Self-Reported) Knowledge / Experience with Games</th>
<th>Average Hours Played / Week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Passing Knowledge</td>
<td>2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Knowledgeable</td>
<td>0-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Passing Knowledge</td>
<td>2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>Knowledgeable</td>
<td>10-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Passing Knowledge</td>
<td>0-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>Very Knowledgeable</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Passing Knowledge</td>
<td>2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Knowledgeable</td>
<td>2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Passing Knowledge</td>
<td>0-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Knowledgeable</td>
<td>0-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Knowledgeable</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Very Knowledgeable</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Passing Knowledge</td>
<td>0-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>Passing Knowledge</td>
<td>2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Knowledgeable</td>
<td>2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Passing Knowledge</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Passing Knowledge</td>
<td>10-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Very Knowledgeable</td>
<td>2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Knowledgeable</td>
<td>10-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Passing Knowledge</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P21</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Passing Knowledge</td>
<td>0-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Knowledgeable</td>
<td>10-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P23</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Passing Knowledge</td>
<td>0-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P24</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Knowledgeable</td>
<td>Does not play games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Knowledgeable</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P26</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Knowledgeable</td>
<td>10-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P27</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Knowledgeable</td>
<td>2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P28</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Knowledgeable</td>
<td>10-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Passing Knowledge</td>
<td>2-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

just trusting” (P22). “I think since it’s in a video game, I take whatever the character says on face value” (P2).

However, participants did note that there might exist several factors that affect their initial expectations for trust, bringing up a variety of different aspects from their prior experiences. Macroscopic, meta-level decisions, such as the expectations for the genre, the music and graphics, and just the overall ambiance served as factors that affected such expectations. For example, talking about AlphaBetaCity, P17 stated that “this is a pretty light-hearted game... you wouldn’t think that anyone’s a red flag, and the music also played a big role because the music was so happy the entire time”. P4 stated that in a horror or thriller game, they “would go into a feeling I can’t trust some of the characters”, whereas, for an open-world RPG, they would be “more neutral to all of the characters”. A few participants noted that such expectations might play into the suitable demographic for a game, which might correspond to different complexities of social behaviour — for example, P11 mentioned that “if it’s more lighthearted, then I would assume that it’s more suitable for kids... they don’t have much trust issues” and that “if [NPCs] are programmed to lie and the kids might not be able to distinguish whether it’s there telling them lies or telling the truth”.

More microscopic decisions regarding specific characteristics of a character and their role in the game also affected the initial expectations, such as their appearance, the context in which they are introduced, or even the location or order they are met. Talking about this game, P22 mentions how “separating [an NPC] from the rest of the group... I feel like certain games make the NPCs look very obviously like evil quote-unquote” (noting that the prior statement also equates not telling the truth to negative personality traits). Furthermore, established narrative and story-based conflicts between characters or groups also affect the initial trust levels that a character might have towards an NPC, e.g. “maybe they’re like ogres are this or something and then you have a predisposition to like how you’re gonna view the dialogue with them” (P24, talking about Skyrim).

4.1.2 Verifying Statements in Game. Dialogue forms the main communication medium for social behaviour in many games, and so it is the medium through which a player can gauge truthfulness and verity. Certain dialogue statements made within the game can be easily verified — they are observable statements that the player can corroborate within the context of the game. For example, many participants presented the search quest in AlphaBetaCity as an example — NPCs guide them to specific areas to find an apple, and if an apple is not found there, then the NPC made a verifiably
incorrect statement, e.g. “I asked Hugh and he said it was gonna be in the arcade. And I kind of fell for it. I went to the arcade, but there was no apple there” (P29). “I went to the arcade and like there was nothing... he’s not trustworthy, that’s when I was like, 100% sure” (P26). As such, some statements are easily verified by the senses to obtain a definitive answer regarding their truthfulness, especially via graphical elements in the game.

However, not all statements are easily verifiable within the context of the game — for example, if they relate to a sense that is not easily visible (like smell or feel — e.g. in our game, characters might refer to the smell of the cafe), if they are introspective relating to a character, etc. What factors might make such statements be gauged as being more or less truthful? The most commonly brought up factor by participants was corroboration with other NPCs, i.e. the idea of having “strength in numbers” (P29). When a statement was repeated by several characters, participants mentioned that this reinforced it as seeming more true within the context of the game. For example, P11 mentions that a statement seems more truthful “perhaps if there is more than one person talking about it... If just one person talks about it, they’ll be like, I’ll keep a note, but I wouldn’t specifically go look for it”, even though some players may still reserve a definitive judgment — “However, I like to look for more information for various NPCs to sort of decide If I trust the characters as a whole” (P15).

How the statement fits into the context of the setting was another factor that affected its perceived truthfulness. For example, regarding the smell of the cafe, P3 mentions that “I would go off with my personal experience. So when she said near the cafe, it smells like bread, or something like that, I just went off in real life” and P25 mentions that “it’s about making sense and just being immersive. If it makes it feel more present in a cafe then it might as well be true”. As such, these expectations tend to borrow some level of real-life knowledge as people form analogues or connections between the two worlds. Although such expectations may not always hold (“many games just doesn’t really match real life” — P12), one participant brought up the idea that players may have expectations for games due to their grounded relationship with the real world — “even though it’s not something real... You try to relate them to real life” (P26).

4.1.3 Devising a Mental Model. While playing the game, players inevitably develop a mental model to keep tabs on the game as they proceed — of the setting and map; of the characters, their personalities, and the relationship between them; of the goals and objectives of the game. For example, P14 mentions that they keep the locations and map “instilled in [their mind]” — “that okay the cafe is here, library’s here, community centre’s in the middle”. P14 discusses that they keep tabs on the characters and their trust towards them — “there’s gonna be a mental list where like who do I trust the most and who do I trust least”. Overall, this mental model helps players coordinate their behaviour and expectations, for example, the mental gauge of trust in a character is another factor that might lean a character’s statements towards seeming more or less trustworthy.

A subset of participants discussed the idea of keeping tabs on what is important in the context of the objectives of the game, and that sometimes verifying certain statements is not important within this context if it does not add to already known information. For example, P4 states that “the smell of bread — I can’t really prove that in any way. And I also feel like I just don’t think about it, because I’m like that doesn’t really impact my playing the game” and P7 states “I don’t really care about, I guess it doesn’t matter if it’s verifiable or not”. As such, for some participants, the need to verify may simply not be important — whether certain statements are true may not be important in an objective-based mindset of playing the game.

4.2 Attribution of False Statements

Given that a player believes a character to be saying things that might not be completely true, this section explores the question of “Why?”. We list the reasons that a player might consider for the game to contain false statements and highlight parameters that affect such attributions, addressing RQ2.

4.2.1 What are False Statements Attributed To? The existence of false statements was attributed to a variety of different reasons within the context of games. The most common reason was related to developing the game’s narrative. Characters that make false statements intentionally to mislead the player often drive facets of conflict and characterization. For example, P20 mentions that if characters are lying “then you’ll know that there’s like a reason for that lie so there has to be some sort of motive which can help with just like building up the story”; P13 states that “I think it adds another dimension to the game, which like makes it more complex”; and P9 states that “they are gonna have characters and help with the quest and characters who are more antagonistic just to spice things up a little, and that will tell lies or misdirection”. False statements, when imbued with the intent to deceive, were often associated with antagonistic behaviour (transforming them into “lies”). On the other hand, some participants also stated that some false statements could be made without the intent to deceive, which made them feel more like realistic character flaws that could humanize the NPC, e.g. when talking about a character in our game, P26 mentions that “it’s not like they are doing things on purpose. Maybe they get confused. So it makes them maybe more human, or like real” and P25 states “I think it just makes it more human... we forget things so I think it, it might be a nice detail to add”.

On a related note, from a game design perspective, false statements drive additional exploration. Participants mentioned how the game designer may want to prolong the game by misleading the character to encourage them to explore additional areas or talk to additional people, e.g. “to explore more in the game and to prolong their time in a game ... I personally also played GTA and like there are different clues and everything but it also took me a lot of time to explore the whole map” (P14). P22 mentions that this can add levels of fun — “I guess it also encourages exploration... If everyone just told you where the apple was, then it wouldn’t be very fun” — and P24 discusses how this can add an aspect of social challenge within the game — “there’s like some more of a social aspect to it... you’re reading into what people are saying and like, oh, should I trust this person and that kind of thing. Whereas like if, everything everyone you interact with says is true then maybe makes it a little bit more boring”. As such, games that contain false statements can be more cognitively demanding because they require players to verify and
check against their mental model (and address mismatches if they occur) and they add a level of social challenge within the game.

The aforementioned factors described intentional reasons that a player could foresee a game developer using NPCs that make false statements. However, players sometimes noted that false statements could be attributed to unintentional aspects during development. This came across as either being developer errors (i.e. a typo or bug) or after the game was informed to have AI-written components, a hallucination by the LLM. We note that even though some participants attributed the false statement to a developer error (i.e. an error made by the human in regards to scriptwriting), as verified through proofreading, there were no unintended, developer-created false statements within the game.

4.2.2 Intention and Deception. Two key factors that affect the attribution of a false statement are the intentionality of inclusion (does the false statement seem to be made intentionally by the game developer?) and the intentionality of deception (does the NPC seem like they are purposefully misleading the player?). Note that the important aspect here is the perception of such factors — attribution is largely based on the player’s perspective of intention rather than the developer’s actual intentions. We noted that several factors affected the answer to such questions; it may even be based on the subjective decision of the players themselves (as different participants attributed the same statements differently). However, we highlight some common (interrelated) factors that affected attribution:

- **Consequence** — The effects of the false statement on gameplay or narrative were the most important factor in gauging intentionality. Consequence was important because it helped establish a motive in the minds of the players — e.g. “If they have an ulterior motive... that seems more intentional” (P25).
- **Consistency** — Participants noted that if a specific NPC told lies more consistently throughout the game, it would seem to be more intentional — e.g. “If it happens repeatedly, because if it was just like constantly Abigail is giving me the wrong directions, then I would probably start thinking” (P10).
- **Character** — The player has a preconceived notion from their mental model of who is trustworthy and who is not. As P2 mentions, if someone who is established to not be trustworthy says something false, “I would say that is a narrative construct and an attribute that enhances the narrative of the story”. If someone who has not shown to be untrustworthy does that, “oh, that’s a bug in [the NPC’s] code, and not like that she was trying to deceive me, unless there’s like other hints”. In such a way, this highlights the importance of the initial impression that the NPC has on the player.
- **Perception of Beliefs** — To distinguish the intent to deceive, players may also consider what they think the NPC believes to be true. For example, basically all participants pointed towards the second quest in the game — where an NPC points you to a location a target NPC used to be (but is no longer) — “I don’t think they knew, it’s not like they were, purposely misleading me... It’s not it’s not like [the NPC]’s fault that they didn’t know she was moving” (P7).

When there was no consequence and the false statement did not fit well within the established mental model (e.g. stated by someone trustworthy), participants found it difficult to assign a motive for deception to the character. As such, this led to it being seen more frequently as an unintentional error (e.g. “because I feel like I had no reason to think that they were lying... I thought it’s possible there could be mistakes in this” — P10). However, when a character consistently lied and their lies had direct consequences on the game and fit within the context of the story, participants perceived this to be a more intentional use of lies, e.g. that the character was antagonistic against them for the sake of a grander narrative conflict.

4.3 Matching Expectations; Subsequent Behaviour

Finally, this section explores how the player’s subsequent interactions with the NPC and behaviour within the game are affected by the attribution of false statements. On a broader scale, we also consider how it impacts their expectations, feelings, and impressions of the overall game. This section addresses RQ3 and RQ4 — understanding how NPCs who make false statements affect the player’s gameplay interactions as well as their expectations and takeaways.

4.3.1 (Mis)matching the Expectations. When trust deteriorates toward a certain NPC, it affects the subsequent interactions that a player has toward them. Some players may interact with them more, being interested in the character, e.g. “really made me interested in what he had to say...” (P22), some players may interact with them less “I would be less likely to interact with them. Because I feel like it would just be like a kind of a waste of time” (P13); however, basically all players mentioned that subsequent statements made would largely be taken with a “grain of salt” (P3, P22, P25, P29).

However, if trust has not deteriorated with a specific NPC and that NPC says something false, players may attempt to rationalize this mismatch through its attribution as described prior (if they even catch it, as a subset of players failed to catch many of the false statements because they simply believed in the NPC’s). Other than the previously described attributions, a smaller number of players also sometimes rationalized such statements by attributing it to their own mistake, usually trying into gaps within their mental model. “I attributed it to like me misremembering where it was or like me missing it” (P13). When the mismatch between the player’s expectations for trust and what the game presents is too great and the player cannot successfully rationalize it, this might lead to player frustrations that affect their attitude beyond solely the character to that of the whole game. For example, a common hypothetical scenario brought up was that of a trustworthy character telling you to go somewhere that would take a significant amount of time. If players were led there and found nothing, players mentioned that “I would be so annoyed. ... If there was no reason given for it, ... then I would attribute it to them being evil. But if there wasn’t any of that, I would just attribute it to like a poor game. Honestly, like it would just bother me” (P13), and “I would be kind of annoyed at the game itself and the game developers ... if there’s nothing to discover, there’s nothing to do over there, then I’d be annoyed at the game itself” (P18).

Extending on the prior scenario — when players have identified that the characters have a motive for making false statements that drive some possible antagonistic conflict, there was a general sentiment that such a conflict should have a climax and resolution within
the game. As established, the intentional use of false statements can serve a narrative purpose — players expect this narrative to manifest, to have a “payoff”. P2 mentions that this “payoff could either be a simple thing like the NPC acknowledges that she or he lied”, or on a grander scale, “here’s like this greater narrative story about like who my character is, and maybe their character has like a reputation that elicits people to lie to them”. P19 states that “I expect a plot twist at the end. To like reveal the real reason why they’re lying”, wanting the resolution to also provide an explanation for why characters were acting in the way they were, and that “if there’s no explanation for why things are in the game, I would just assume it’s just like a little unfinished”. However, a few participants mentioned that developers can keep the game open-ended, however, and leave the interpretation and final resolution up to the player, e.g. “Sometimes if it’s done well, for a lot of writing, you can sometimes leave it up to the audience to kind of surmise their own ending” (P24). All in all, the balance between player expectation and game delivery when it comes to false statements leads to what P2 summarises as a “dichotomy” between a game that has “a really immersive experience” and a game which elicits the response “oh this game is really buggy”.

4.3.2 Meaning and Expectations; A Note on AI-Written Work. Contrasting our findings regarding the intentional use of false statements and attribution of such, LLMs that hallucinate facts deprive the game of an intentional meaning — when an LLM makes such false statements, there is no rational narrative or in-game reason. Nearly all players mentioned that knowing a game employed the use of LLMs would, by default, lower their levels of trust in all characters, e.g. “I will be more paranoid, I guess. I would be like, okay, I shouldn’t trust not even the first person I’m talking to” (P26). When false statements are not perceived to be crafted with intention, this can negatively impact the player perception of the meaning of the game. For example — “I guess knowing that it is AI, it kind of lifts that sort of deeper meaning behind the wrong directions or intentions... when we read a poem, if it’s some sort of visual, we will most likely take it as some sort of metaphor rather than as its face fact. Because yeah, we want writing to have meaning” (P25); which shows that the artistry or the attributed meaning of the game is lost when a story is known to be AI-written — this is pertinent as in prior sections we have emphasized how players aim to find meaning in false statements and deception. Overall, the use of AI in storytelling was generally met with criticism — even if the game itself is still the same, the knowledge that it was AI-written impacts how the players feel towards the game — “Then I didn’t really care much for that NPC or that dialogue. It detaches me From the game, it detaches me from the experience... You know, you kinda want that bit of anchoring to reality” (P29) and “That makes me feel like it’s pointless as a game if it is. Because if the dialogue is AI generated, then it’s just sort of like predicting likely ways to string this text together” (P18).

When discussing how LLMs could be incorporated into games for NPC dialogue, given the assumption that such systems might always hallucinate, participants brought up an extensive QA process as the main way to alleviate such issues, i.e. “test the game enough so that you know that the output of the AI is trustworthy, you know, hopefully, although that is also to some extent” (P11); “[if] I were like writing a book, you know, there’s gonna be like editors, right? And I think the editors need to do like I guess 10 times more...” (P7). P5 mentions that at this stage of AI, “we still need human interpretation” before publishing a game. The other main solution was to curb the player’s initial expectations (and thus change their initial mental model) by adding disclaimers to the game. P9 mentioned that “you should put out disclaimers... make it clear that this might affect the gameplay... I would just say all these characters are written in a way that they might deceive you”. From a marketing angle though, some participants indicated that disclaimers might cause players to be reluctant to purchase them, as “I feel like if I were about to play or purchase a game that had that disclaimer of there may be errors, I think I just wouldn’t play it” (P3).

5 DISCUSSION

Our discussion focusses on the implications of our findings on game design, addressing RQ5. We consider how our findings fit into broader ludological research and how they may inform design decisions for game developers who use intentional deception or use LLM models that may hallucinate regardless of intent.

5.1 Realistic Social Behaviour, Attribution, and Immersion

Our findings revealed that the use of false statements and lies in games was shown to have a variety of interesting perceived narrative purposes. Perception of trust and deception can differ towards a real person versus a virtual agent [92], and players often noted that they had an initial baseline of trust towards the characters having been given no reason by the game to mistrust these characters. Thus, by having characters that seem to have motives with the intent to deceive, the game can craft conflict and antagonism into the story. By having characters that seem to forget or misremember the game, the game can add a level of realism, creating narrative immersion and humanizing characters to be more relatable [24]. Thus, attributing false statements in certain intentional ways can cause the narrative and characterization to be more complex and interesting. We highlighted factors that may affect this attribution, but ultimately those factors are still weighted by a player’s subjectivity; as such, some interpretation of the meaning is left up to the players themselves. Nonetheless, each player constructing their own meaning through their experience can be viewed as a positive game design aspect, e.g. to promote social discussion [119].

Furthermore, we note that using deception and false statements in the game adds an additional social challenge — where the players must discern which statements are true and who they can trust. Although social challenge can be fun (and can promote certain learning objectives, such as the use of social deception games to teach communication [109]), developers should make sure that the level of cognitive demand does not become overwhelming to such a level the player does not know where to ground themselves. NPCs can create a level of social engagement when players immerse themselves in the interactions [112]. However, sometimes players have a default level of trust in the NPCs (depending on meta-factors such as genre or NPC-specific factors such as appearance), especially when NPCs often serve objective purposes within the game beyond being narrative vehicles [7]. The concept of flow balances the level of challenge against skill [25], and we highlight how employing
aspects of perceived trust, deception, and untrue statements may aid in achieving such an immersive state through social engagement.

A design implication for developers, therefore, involves the use of consistent intentional deception by NPCs in suitable games, e.g. mystery games, to develop intrigue, and characterization, and add a deductive challenge to the players (akin to Werewolf or Mafia [50]) — in fact, many such games do have NPCs that might lie⁴; with a significant part of the gameplay revolving around uncovering these lies. On the other hand, falsehoods that might seem inconsistently written, irrational, and with no clear motive, can incur feelings of confusion towards the game; players might view the game as annoying or unfinished. However, the intentional juxtaposition of seemingly irrational false statements against a meticulously developed game, knowing that players have a desire to search for meaning, can also be carefully used by game developers to create singular scenarios of confusion or bewilderment within the game. Leaving facets of the meaning open for the player could generate positive experiences, similar to more traditional art experiences [75]. Nonetheless, game developers must still ultimately balance the knife’s edge of making the game fun as a social vehicle (acknowledging that players tend towards initial trust) versus making the game frustrating as one — for example, a game in which every character lies could be frustrating for the player by making it hard to know where to even start.

5.2 Games with False Statements; Player Considerations

When designing games with false statements, a factor that game developers need to consider is the demographics of the target audience. Participants brought up the idea that perhaps children might have difficulty handling and discerning lies — age can indeed play somewhat of a role in judgement [15, 87]; and research has shown that several other demographic factors can impact the perception of a lie [37]. A particular demographic whose needs are often overlooked in game design is that of the neurodivergent population. Spiel and Gerling argued that existing games can sometimes fail to support the self-determination of neurodivergent players [104] — Ranick et al. note that some of such players can have increased difficulty in detecting sarcasm, metaphor or deception [90]. Thus, when developing a game in which characters may not always be the most truthful or may involve intentional deception, a game developer should be cognizant of 1) the purpose of the game and 2) how the target audience may react. We suggest that sufficient playtesting should be done for the developer to better understand the mental model and judgement of the specific target audience, to both acknowledge their ethical responsibility to the player and to understand how their game might be perceived in terms of fun and enjoyability. Furthermore, if the game developer chooses to use an AI model (which is itself subject to generating false statements through hallucinations), the audience’s perception of such unintentional false statements becomes another responsibility that the developer needs to factor in during the development process, on top of the extant ethical concerns [116] that come with the use of dialogue-based AI. We suggest that game developers perform research about audience perceptions towards LLMs and the existing concerns regarding their usage, and weigh that against their potential benefits.

Although the use of intentionally false statements in games was fine for every player in our study, many players expressed dislike towards the use of LLMs for dialogue generation in the game, citing the untruth yet believable text generation as one of the main reasons. The use of LLMs, and AI in general, has become a contentious topic in discussions regarding proper usage in games when it comes to the uncertainty of such algorithmic approaches. From a general standpoint, Kim et al. discussed 3 possible error-handling designs for uncertainty in ML — 1) ambiguity, in which a statement made becomes more broadly applicable when the model is not certain, 2) transparency, in which the statement made admits that the model is uncertain and asks for recalibration, and 3) controllability, in which statements are made based on a player’s controlled confidence threshold, which also might allow for players to correct the errors [53]. Although their work was mainly based around object detection, it would be interesting to see if similar (or new) properties could hold for dialogue, where an NPC similarly might have a level of uncertainty in what they are saying. Thus, in designing NPCs that do use LLMs (and perhaps more generally, NPCs that use AI at any point), developers could take inspiration from these error-handling cases, and consider both reactive (e.g. allowing the player to correct the NPC dialogue error) and preventative (e.g. avoiding an error through providing more general statements when uncertainty is at a certain threshold) methods to handle uncertain outputs. Furthermore, the LLM could also alleviate such an issue by checking against another source of truth [38, 86], e.g. by querying a game’s database via retrieval-augmented generation. Currently, though, the use of AI in distributed works still remains a topic of hot debate, with issues surrounding copyright [27], disclosure [11], etc.

5.3 Games, LLMs, and “Meaning”

Video games are increasingly being seen as a potential medium for storytelling and narrative; similar to other forms of narrative media, they have the opportunity to imbue metaphorical meaning and create thought-provoking experiences [10, 45, 94]. In our findings, players attributed the literary element of deception in games to some sort of thematic meaning, such as characterizing a person as antagonistic or setting up a major conflict. However, unlike a more traditional form of media such as a book or movie, a game affords the interactivity for a player to choose how they want to act on a false statement. Thus, in games, when a scriptwriter writes a false statement, they write it with some purpose that gives rise to some consequence that affects the player’s interactions and experience within the game. However, when LLMs write a false statement due to hallucination, there is no human rationality in this action and thus the thematic meaning is lost; the mismatch between a player’s desire for meaning and the lack thereof was often described to be a letdown for players after playing the game even if the actual writing between a human and a LLM was indistinguishable. This aspect is slightly reminiscent of Chekhov’s gun — a narrative principle⁵

---

that all elements in a story should be purposeful [64]; in an abstract sense, LLMs write dialogue without a real “purpose”.

We take a philosophical viewpoint of this dilemma through Albert Camus’ idea of absurdism, which in general terms draws upon the confrontation between the human desire for definitive meaning and the lack thereof in the universe [41]; this contradiction somewhat mirrors the dilemma of using LLMs. Presently, it is difficult to attribute intention or purpose to LLMs, which quite literally simply string words together algorithmically. Work in the field of explainable AI might allow for an increased level of understanding of how AI systems function [51, 62], and might provide future understanding regarding LLM intention. However, at the current stage of research and with the hastened use of AI in daily life, humans may have to develop their subjective meaning of AI-created artistic exploits while accepting that there may not always be an objective meaning. For instance, some participants were able to imagine their own ideas of why certain characters made false statements, which could be vastly different from the actual intention behind them. In such a way, each person can create their own subjective meaning of the statement and of the game, which can drive their own unique takeaways, thoughts, and emotions regarding the game disparate from that of the game’s developer.

Nevertheless, many of the participants were still quite opposed to the idea of AI-created artistry, valuing the connection and metaphorical value that human-created works provide even if the meaning might not always fully align. The results of our study could even be framed as an argument against the use of LLMs in games — hallucinations muddle the meaning that humans attribute to false statements, and the metaphorical value that human-written works provide is missed. However, this also opens up discussion towards possible future work — in alleviating hallucinations to make AI systems more trustworthy and by adding explainable rationale for AI-written text [102]. Furthermore, it opens the door for developers to more deeply consider how players might perceive meaning in writing (even beyond their own intention), and how those meanings might contribute to player actions within the game, feelings towards the game and its characters, and even judgment regarding the game’s enjoyment. Within artistic mediums, the intention of the creator and the meaning-making of the audience is almost always subjective and fluid [110] — a potential way for developers writing (even beyond their own intention), and how those meanings might contribute to player actions within the game, feelings towards the game and its characters, and even judgment regarding the game’s enjoyment. Within artistic mediums, the intention of the creator and the meaning-making of the audience is almost always subjective and fluid [110] — a potential way for developers to better convey their meaning more directly is through providing artefacts similar to director commentaries (e.g. in BioShock or Portal 2) or game developer diaries [42], which can offer a direct line of communication of the developers’ intention.

6 LIMITATIONS

One limitation of the study is in the use of our developed game. The purpose of this game in the user study is to highlight the use of false statements in games; it is used as a gateway into discussion regarding the player’s broader experience within games in general. Rather than solely relying on the memory of false statements in games, we aimed to present a specific grounded example for players. However, we identify that, especially due to recency bias as the interview was conducted right after the game, players may make statements that are overgeneralized to our specific game — a short 2D RPG set in a bucolic village. This is notable as 1) genre and atmosphere were mentioned to affect a player’s initial expectations for trustworthiness, and 2) the game is relatively short, which might cause some statements regarding subsequent interactions to fall into the realm of hypotheticals. Furthermore, our game has a different level of “polish” when compared to e.g. AAA games, which also affects the initial expectations of players. These were necessary constraints due to time and resource limitations, however, one methodological improvement may be to introduce a variety of different games from different genres so players have a broader understanding of the purpose of the study.

This study furthermore relies on the players paying attention to the dialogue. Even when the participants did pay attention, we noticed that there were often some gaps in their memory, which we had to jog for them to sometimes remember. This was exacerbated by the fact that the initial study as described to them did not focus on the trust or verity of statements, as such, this was not something participants were particularly looking for during the game. This might mean that many false statements escaped detection or were unremarkable enough that players did not notice. Perhaps a different methodological approach would be to tell participants about the purpose of the study and have them ponder on each statement instead of taking a retrospective approach. Another limitation regarding the players relates to participant recruitment. Due to the nature of recruitment, the demographics of the participants leaned towards educated young adults; this created the unintended effect that many of the participants demonstrated some knowledge of AI technologies and LLMs. However, we also note that this may partly attributable to the recent AI boom that has caused an explosion of interest even among the general public [40, 89, 98].

The primary researcher who wrote the paper and performed the literature review also developed the game and the script. As such, we highlight that, although the researcher was cognizant of their role within the study, they may have imbued some of their bias in developing the game (e.g. scripting for the quests, choosing the setting for the game, etc). As the primary researcher was largely responsible for the qualitative analysis as well, we may introduce single-coder bias, which we aimed to mitigate through validation and discussion amongst the team.

7 CONCLUSION

False statements and intentional deception can be used in video game writing to enhance NPCs by adding complexity to characters and stories. However, with the increased interest in using LLMs in video games, which may hallucinate outputs that are untrue, the idea of intention and meaning in games becomes more muddled. We performed a comprehensive study to analyze how players perceive and attribute truthfulness and lies to NPCs. We developed “AlphaBetaCity”, a short 2D role-playing game that liberally used LLMs in the writing of NPC dialogue, to serve as a conduit into the discussion regarding such topics. Our findings revealed how participants developed an instinctual expectation of trust towards NPCs, verified statements within the game, and attributed reasons
for false statements. False statements can be used to denote antagonism, create conflict, and sow doubt; thus, when confronted with such false statements, players expected to find such meaning; the mismatch between this desire and the lack of meaning in unintentionally-written false statements was a source of frustration for many participants. Furthermore, regarding the use of LLMs in games, participants noted that their trust in NPCs would be lowered by knowing the dialogue was AI-written, and they would feel less attached to the characters overall. We tie our findings into making game design suggestions, discussing the acceptable use of false statements, the use of AI in general, and the desire for metaphorical meaning in games.
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